
Assisted Living Report Card Advisory Group

Wednesday, May 3, 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.



Organizations represented on the Advisory Group 

• AARP Minnesota 

• Alzheimer’s Association 

• Care Providers of Minnesota

• Diverse Elders Coalition (Minnesota 
Leadership Council on Aging)

• Elder Voice Family Advocates

• LeadingAge Minnesota

• Managed Care Organizations

• Minnesota Board on Aging

• Minnesota Department of Health

• Minnesota Elder Justice Center

• Ombudsman for Long Term Care

• Stratis Health



Meeting agenda

Topic Presenter Time

Summary of staffing measure feedback DHS 11:05am-
11:10am

Resident health measure overview UMN 11:10am-
11:50am



Review of staffing measure feedback 

• Feedback was collected through:
• March Advisory Group meeting (n=10)

• Drop-in meetings (n=4)

• Staffing measure feedback form (n=2)

• Results were mixed, and ranged from requests that all tags be 
included to requests that a limited number of tags be included.

• DHS will consider this feedback on licensing survey measures and will 
update the AG on our decisions in the coming months.



AL licensure survey measure development roadmap
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Agenda

• Resident Health Outcomes overview
- Review of what makes up this domain
- Discussion of which tags belong and which tags do not belong in this 

measure



From the literature review: 9 domains of quality 
in assisted living

• Resident quality of life 
• Resident and family satisfaction
• Staff
• Safety
• Resident health outcomes
• Physical and social environment 
• Service availability 
• Core values and philosophy
• Care services and integration  



Resident Health Outcomes sub-domain 
review

Domain Sub-domain Indicators

Resident health 
outcomes 

• Physical function
• Psychosocial well-being
• Adverse/avoidable critical 

incidents 
• Medication errors
• Nursing home admissions 

from AL
• Mental health/Behavioral 

health

• ADLs/IADLs
• Social roles
• Falls
• Avoidable hospitalization 
• Under/over prescribing
• Incorrect medication
• Incorrect timing of medication
• NH admissions from AL
• Rates of alcohol misuse and abuse



Mapping tags to the resident health outcomes 
domain domain: measurement development

• Scanned lit 
review 

• Reviewed tag 
ID/statute 
descriptions

Mapped tags to 
resident health 

outcomes

• Asked MDH 
clarifying 
questions

• Discussed initial 
mapping with DHS

Revised 
mapped tags 

• Discussed 
revised 
mapping with 
DHS/MDH

• Added groups 
and subgroups 
for ease of 
reviewing

Advisory group 
for feedback



Caption text

Staffing domain mapped tags overview

Resident assessments-5 
tags

Resident service plan- 6 
tags

Treatment/therapy 
management-6 tags

Medication management-
23 tags

40 tags 
mapped to 
resident 
health 

outcomes



Resident assessment

• Tag 1610 
- An assisted living facility shall conduct a nursing 

assessment by a registered nurse of the physical and 
cognitive needs of the prospective resident…

• Tag 1620
- Resident reassessment and monitoring must be 

conducted….



Resident service plan

• Service plans flow from resident assessments. Without a service plan, 
how do we know what residents are getting?

• Tag 1650
- What must be included in the service plan…description of services 

according to the resident’s current assessment and preferences…



Resident health outcomes domain 
mapping- Medication management

-Medication assessment (3)
-Medication plan (2)

-Administration of meds (2)
-Documentation (2)

-Meds away from home (2)

-Storage (1)
-Prohibitions (1)

-Disposal (1)

-Prescriptions (7)
-Non prescription meds (1)

-Meds not provided by facility 
(1)

Medication 
management



Resident Health Outcomes scope & 
severity data 

From the first 150 surveys (September, 2021- May, 2022)

D=isolated, E=pattern, F=widespread



Literature review resident health outcomes  
subdomains

Found in state statute and tags:
• Medications/medication errors
• Physical function 
Possibly supported by tags
• Adverse/avoidable critical incidents
Not found in state statute and tags:
• Nursing home admissions
• Mental health/Behavioral health
• Psychosocial well-being



Large Group Discussion
• Question 1:

- What are your overall reactions to this list?

• Question 2:
- Which tags do belong in this measure?  Why? 

• Question 3: 
- Which tags don’t belong in this measure?  Why?

- Please place a post-it note or comment on the 
Jamboard or give your comment to the facilitator to



Questions and Discussion

Top discussion topics for each question- review the 
Jamboard

© 2017 Regents of the University of Minnesota. All rights reserved. The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity 
educator and employer. This material is available in alternative formats upon request. Direct requests to 612-624-6669.



Closing comments



Next steps for the Advisory Group

• May is Peter Spuit’s last month with DHS and the AL Report Card.

• Today’s meeting slides and notes will be posted to the project webpage:
www.mn.gov/dhs/assisted-living-report-card

• Two drop-in feedback sessions have been scheduled on May 15 & 18 to 
gather additional group member input for the Resident Health domain.

• DHS will send a status update on Vital Research’s current round of data 
collection via e-mail.

http://www.mn.gov/dhs/assisted-living-report-card


Next steps for the Advisory Group, continued

• Next meeting: June 29, 12pm-2pm

• Meeting topics: 
• Plans for 2023-2024 round of data collection

• Follow-up from Advisory Group member feedback on Resident Health 
measure

• Safety measure overview

• A list of Safety related tags will be sent to group members via e-mail ahead 
of June’s meeting for your review and feedback.



Questions?  

Lauren Glass 
Lauren.Glass@state.mn.us
651.431.3672

mailto:Lauren.Glass@state.mn.us
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